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Advertiser,
Got into tech doing Flash websites (who is old enough here to remember when Flash was killed by Apple? :)
More than an engineer, a Tinkerer - this will make more sense later on.

Self-taught engineer with vast experience handling a large portfolio of technologies, Pablo was awarded with two Cannes Lions for media tech innovation. He is responsible for international media data governance for clients such as L’Oréal, Iberdrola, Dufry, and more. Pablo hold an advertising degree from Universidade Federal Fluminense, Brazil.
WE ARE A MARTECH STARTUP

We work with a focus on developing scalable **services** and **technologies** with the goal of **unifying** data and **automating** results governance for both off and online paid media, generating **insights** so our clients can make informed **strategic decisions**.
Organizing advertising data for C-Level stakeholders. Classic OLTP. Not a huge amount of data. Mostly “Big Numbers”. Start of the proprietary data modeling.
TIMELINE


Go Live

New Cohort

Had to make the tool also appealing for the analysts handling the campaigns. “Put all stakeholders on the same page.” More data depth.
OLTP SQL optimization started to face its limits. Needed to go OLAP.
TIMELINE

2015: Go Live
2016: New Cohort
2017: OLTP Limits
2018: MySQL Heatwave
2019: OLTP x OLAP Data Nightmare
The challenges:

- Expand the analytics beyond the C-level down to the marketing analysts with the daily responsibility of running campaigns;

- Expansion plan to also serve smaller clients, increasing the volume of our data exponentially, in an ever growing number of data sources and demand for detailed, segmented analysis;

- Keep high speed queries responses at reasonable cost and minimal technical overload, maintaining our transactional advantages to data governance.

The old solution: transfer your data to a whole different database. Deal with data headaches and high costs.

As an advertiser that became an engineer, it was mind blowing to see the lack of a simple (and affordable) solution for this problem in the market.
MySQL HeatWave, a dream come true.

- Complex queries accelerated with blazingly fast speed from minutes to milliseconds, much faster than RedShift and Google Big Query;

- The ability to make queries straight to MySQL that were virtually impossible using only AWS Aurora;

- No longer moving data around. “Real Real-time” insights with no effort.
It fit like a glove in hand.

- Dramatically reduction of costs, more than 50% cheaper than AWS Aurora + Redshift;
- We went live in a less than month with minimal changes in our code.

Cheaper, faster, better. The speed with which we migrated our application and the amount of money saved changed the way we think about our business model.
Direct positive impact in our business

- Faster, more precise analytics used in real-time during meetings;

- Better understanding of ad performance, more strategic thinking;

- Less data headaches means more time available to develop better features;

- Scalability made our expansion plan possible, allowing us to onboard more data and clients without impact in our costs.

No fear to ask the data. Super fast responses over massive amounts of data allowing runtime strategic thinking.
Heatwave tips

- It does not support ALL MySQL queries;

- ML deciding over OLAP x OLTP is amazing, but no perfect
  *(Force-With_Deflection, please 🙏);*

- Use taxonomy to mark tables and columns you want into Heatwave (**HW**);

- Make sure Heatwave is always loaded.
What is next? **HeatWave AutoML**

- We have a proprietary schema that organizes and classifies marketing data, and we have many clients with long term data history onboarded in our database;
- We’ve been studying how to deliver machine learning insights from our clients’ data for a couple of years but struggling with the complexities and the prices of specialists in the field, until now.
Easy to use and no extra costs.

- With the friendly MySQL interface, Machine Learning is now available at the hands of our developers with no specialized knowledge on ML algorithms (and additionally, our python developers can leverage extra customization with their skills, given the flexibility of Heatwave AutoML);

- There is no need to transfer data, no need to pay for extra layers of service, we just use the infrastructure we already have and the data that is already loaded into the Heatwave cluster.
Use case: Classification

- We have many clients that work together with us to track and organize their whole CRM funnel, from ad click to sales completed. Heatwave AutoML will help us to identify users more likely to become customers.

Given the information provided by the user, what is the chance of them becoming a new customer?
Use case: Regression

- Heatwave AutoML will help us predict for our clients how many units of a given product will be sold depending on price and campaign investment.

What is the best combination of media investment and product price to give me the biggest sales return?
Use case: Forecast

- With the multi year marketing data history that we govern, Heatwave AutoML will help us to predict trends on Cost per Acquisition and many other KPIs.

Given this Cost Per Acquisition trend, how much will it be in the coming weeks?
Explainability will inform our clients’ strategies

- Since Heatwave AutoML is not opaque, we can show our clients the features that most affect their marketing goals.
Thank you!  |  Obrigado!

https://tetris.co
contato@tetris.co
Please rate this session.
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